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NEAR EXTREMAL KHOVANOV HOMOLOGY OF TURAEV GENUS ONE LINKS

THEO BELDON, MIA DESTEFANO, ADAM M. LOWRANCE, WYATT MILGRIM,
AND CECILIA VILLASEÑOR

Abstract. The Turaev surface of a link diagram D is a closed, oriented surface constructed from
a cobordism between the all-A and all-B Kauffman states of D. The Turaev genus of a link L is the
minimum genus of the Turaev surface of any diagram D of L. A link is alternating if and only if its
Turaev genus is zero, and so one can view Turaev genus one links as being close to alternating links.
In this paper, we study the Khovanov homology of a Turaev genus one link in the first and last
two polynomial gradings where the homology is nontrivial. We show that a particular summand
in the Khovanov homology of a Turaev genus one link is trivial. This trivial summand leads to
a computation of the Rasmussen s invariant and to bounds on the smooth four genus for certain
Turaev genus one knots.

1. Introduction

The Turaev surface of a link diagram D is a closed, oriented surface constructed from a cobordism
between the all-A and all-B Kauffman states of D whose saddle points correspond to the crossings
of D. Turaev [Tur87] originally constructed this surface to give a topological proof that the span
of the Jones polynomial gives a lower bound on the crossing number of a link (originally proven
by Kauffman [Kau87], Murasugi [Mur87], and Thistlethwaite [Thi87]). The minimum genus of the
Turaev surface of any diagram of a link L is the Turaev genus gT (L) of L.

Because the Turaev genus of a link is zero if and only if the link is alternating, one can view
the Turaev genus of a link as a measure of the link’s distance from being alternating (see [Low15]).
Kim [Kim18] and independently Armond and Lowrance [AL17] showed that every nonsplit Turaev
genus one link has a diagram as in Figure 1. Dasbach and Lowrance used this characterization
of Turaev genus one links to prove that at least one of the leading or trailing coefficients of the
Jones polynomial of a Turaev genus one link has absolute value one [DL18] and to prove that the
Khovanov homology of a Turaev genus one link in at least one of its extremal polynomial gradings
is isomorphic to Z [DL20]. Similarly, Lowrance and Spyropoulos [LS17] used the characterization to
give a formulas for the second and penultimate coefficients of the Jones polynomial of a Turaev genus
one link and to show that no Turaev genus one link has trivial Jones polynomial. In the current
article, we study the second and penultimate polynomial gradings of the Khovanov homology of a
Turaev genus one link. In order to precisely state our results, we recall the definitions of and some
facts about almost alternating links and A- and B-adequate links.

A link is almost alternating if it is nonalternating and has a diagram that can be transformed
into an alternating diagram via one crossing change. Such a diagram is called an almost alter-
nating diagram, and the crossing that is changed to obtain an alternating diagram is known as
the dealternator. Adams et al. [ABB+92] first defined almost alternating links, proved that an
almost alternating knot is either a torus knot or a hyperbolic knot, and proved some properties of
the span of the Jones polynomial of an almost alternating link. Define u1 and u2 to be the two
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Figure 1: If a non-split link L has Turaev genus one, then L has a diagram as above, where
each Ri is an alternating tangle whose closures are connected link diagrams. The label “+” on
an incoming strand indicates that the strand passes over another strand in the first crossing it
encounters. Similarly, the label “−” on an incoming strand indicates that the strand passes under
another strand in the first crossing it encounters. We use this convention throughout the paper.

complementary regions of an almost alternating diagram incident to the dealternator that are
joined by an A-resolution . Define v1 and v2 to be the two complementary regions incident
to the dealternator that are joined by a B-resolution . Color the regions of the link diagram
in a checkerboard fashion such that v1 and v2 are black and u1 and u2 are white. Let R be the
alternating tangle containing all of the crossings of D other than the dealternator (see Figure 2).

Definition 1.1. An A-almost alternating diagram is an almost alternating diagram satisfying the
following conditions.

(1) The regions u1 and u2 are distinct, and the regions v1 and v2 are distinct.
(2) There is no crossing other than the dealternator that is in the boundary of u1 and u2, and

there is no crossing other than the dealternator that is in the boundary of v1 and v2.
(3A) There is no white region in R that shares a crossing with each of u1 and u2.

An A-almost alternating link is a nonalternating link with an A-almost alternating diagram. An
almost alternating diagram is B-almost alternating if it satisfies conditions (1) and (2) above as
well as condition (3B).

(3B) There is no black region in R that shares a crossing with each of v1 and v2.

A B-almost alternating link is a nonalternating link with a B-almost alternating diagram.

Dasbach and Lowrance [DL20] proved that every almost alternating link is A-almost alternating
or B-almost alternating (or both).

A Kauffman state of D is the collection of simple closed curves obtained by resolving each
crossing with an A-resolution or with a B-resolution . The all-A state of D is the
collection of curves obtained by choosing an A-resolution for every crossing of D, and similarly the
all-B state of D is the collection of curves obtained by choosing a B-resolution for every crossing of
D. If no two arcs in the A-resolution (respectively B-resolution) of any crossing of the link diagram
D are contained in the same component of the all-A (all-B) state of D, then D is called A-adequate
(B-adequate). A link is A-adequate (respectively B-adequate) if it has an A-adequate (B-adequate)
diagram. A link diagram that is both A-adequate and B-adequate is called adequate, and any link
having such a diagram is also called adequate. Kim [Kim18] proved that every Turaev genus one
link has a diagram as in Figure 1 that is either A-adequate, B-adequate, or almost alternating.
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Figure 2: An arbitrary almost alternating diagram is on the left. The tangle R is alternating, and
the “+” and “−” labels have the same meaning as in Figure 1. An A-almost alternating diagram
is on the right where the dashed red circle encloses the alternating tangle R. Since the region v3
shares crossings with both v1 and v2, the diagram is not B-almost alternating.

Definition 1.2. A link is A-Turaev genus one if it is nonalternating and has an A-almost alter-
nating diagram or an A-adequate diagram whose Turaev surface is genus one. Similarly, a link is
B-Turaev genus one if it is nonalternating and has a B-almost alternating diagram or a B-adequate
diagram whose Turaev surface is genus one. Every link that has Turaev genus is one is A-Turaev
genus one, B-Turaev genus one, or both.

The Khovanov homology of a link L is a categorification of the Jones polynomial of L [Kho00].
If R is a commutative ring with identity, then the Khovanov homology of L with coefficients in R
is denoted Kh(L;R). In this paper, the ring R will most commonly be the integers Z, in which
case we denote the Khovanov homology by Kh(L); occasionally, we consider when the ring R is the
rationals Q.There is a direct sum decomposition Kh(L;R) ∼=

⊕
i,j∈ZKhi,j(L;R) where Khi,j(L;R)

is the summand in homological grading i and polynomial grading j. Define

jmin(L) = min{j | Khi,j(L) 6= 0}, jmax(L) = max{j | Khi,j(L) 6= 0},

imin(L) = min{i | Khi,j(L) 6= 0}, imax(L) = max{i | Khi,j(L) 6= 0},

δmin(L) = min{2i− j | Khi,j(L) 6= 0}, and δmax(L) = max{2i− j | Khi,j(L) 6= 0}.

If j0 is constant, then define Kh∗,j0(L) =
⊕

i∈Z Khi,j0(L). The statement Kh∗,j0(L) = Khi0,j0(L)
means that the Khovanov homology of L in polynomial grading j0 is entirely supported in homo-
logical grading i0. Our main theorem examines the Khovanov homology of a Turaev genus one link
in its first or last two polynomial gradings.

Theorem 1.3. Let L be a nonsplit link whose Turaev genus is one. If L is A-Turaev genus one,
then

(1) Kh∗,jmin(L)(L) ∼= Khimin(L),jmin(L)(L) ∼= Z,
(2) 2imin(L)− jmin(L) = δmin(L) + 2, and

(3) Khimin(L)+2,jmin(L)+2(L) is trivial.
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If L is B-Turaev genus one, then

(1) Kh∗,jmax(L)(L) ∼= Khimax(L),jmax(L)(L) ∼= Z,
(2) 2imax(L)− jmax(L) = δmax(L)− 2, and
(3) Khimax(L)−2,jmax(L)−2(L) is trivial.

In both the A- and B-Turaev genus one cases of Theorem 1.3, the first two statements were
proved by Dasbach and Lowrance [DL20]; our contribution is to prove the third statement. In
Example 3.3, we show that the Theorem 1.3 implies the 14-crossing knot in Figure 20 has Turaev
genus of at least two.

The Seifert genus, or 3-genus, g3(K) of a knot K is the minimum genus of any oriented surface
embedded in S3 whose boundary is K. The smooth 4-genus g4(K) of K is the minimum genus of
any oriented, smooth surface in the 4-ball whose boundary is K. Rasmussen [Ras10] used Lee’s
deformation of Khovanov homology [Lee05] to define the s invariant of K. The Rasmussen s
invariant is a concordance invariant and yields a lower bound on the smooth 4-genus g4(K) of a
knot: 1

2 |s(K)| ≤ g4(K). If certain conditions on the number of negative crossings in an A- or
B-Turaev genus one diagram are met, then Theorem 1.3 allows us to compute s(K).

For any knot or link diagram D, define sA(D) and sB(D) to be the number of components in
the all-A and all-B Kauffman states of D respectively. Also, let c(D) be the number of crossings
in D, and let c+(D) and c−(D) denote the number of positive and negative crossings in
D respectively.

Theorem 1.4. Let D be a diagram of the knot K.

(1) If D is A-adequate, has Turaev genus one, and c−(D) = 2, then

s(K) = c(D)− sA(D)− 1.

(2) If D is A-almost alternating and c−(D) = 3, then

s(K) = c(D)− sA(D)− 2.

(3) If D is B-adequate, has Turaev genus one, and c+(D) = 2, then

s(K) = −c(D) + sB(D) + 1.

(4) If D is B-almost alternating and c+(D) = 3, then

s(K) = −c(D) + sB(D) + 2.

The next result states that for all knots considered in Theorem 1.4, the smooth 4-genus is
bounded above by 1

2 |s(K)|+ 1.

Theorem 1.5. Let K be a knot. Suppose that K has a diagram D satisfying one of the following
four conditions.

(1) D is A-adequate, has Turaev genus one, and c−(D) = 2,
(2) D is B-adequate, has Turaev genus one, and c+(D) = 2,
(3) D is A-almost alternating and c−(D) = 3, or
(4) D is B-almost alternating and c+(D) = 3.

Then
|s(K)|

2
≤ g4(K) ≤

|s(K)|

2
+ 1.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the construction of Khovanov homology.
In Section 3, we study the Khovanov homology of Turaev genus one links in the first and last two
polynomial gradings and prove Theorem 1.3. In Section 4, we prove Theorems 1.4 and 1.5.
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2. Background

In this section, we give background information on the Turaev genus of a link and Khovanov
homology.

2.1. The Turaev genus of a link. Let L be a nonsplit link in S3, and let D be a diagram of L
on a two-sphere S2 inside S3. The all-A state (respectively all-B state) of D is the set of curves
in S2 obtained by replacing each crossing in D with its A-resolution (respectively with its
B-resolution ). The Turaev surface ΣD of D is constructed as follows. Push the all-A resolution
slightly to one side of S2 and the all-B resolution slightly to the other side. Build a cobordism
between the all-A state and the all-B state that consists of bands away from the crossings and
saddles near the crossings, as in Figure 3. The Turaev surface ΣD is obtained by capping off the
boundary components of this cobordism with disks.

D

A A

B

B

Figure 3: A saddle transitions between the all-A and all-B states in a neighborhood of each crossing
of D.

The genus gT (D) of the Turaev surface of D is

g(ΣD) =
1

2
(2 + c(D) − sA(D)− sB(D)) ,

where c(D) is the number of crossings in D and sA(D) and sB(D) are the number of components
in the all-A and all-B states of D respectively. The Turaev genus gT (L) of a nonsplit link L is

gT (L) = min{gT (D) | D is a diagram of L}.

Turaev [Tur87] proved that gT (D) = 0 if and only if D is a connected sum of alternating
diagrams, and consequently, gT (L) = 0 if and only if L is an alternating link. Dasbach, Futer,
Kalfagianni, Lin, and Stoltzfus [DFK+10,DFK+08] showed that the Turaev surface is a Heegaard
surface in S3 on which the link has an alternating projection and gave Turaev surface models
for computing the Jones polynomial and determinant of the link. Dasbach and Lowrance [DL14]
generalized the Turaev surface model for the Jones polynomial to Khovanov homology. Lower
bounds for the Turaev genus of a link arise from the Jones polynomial [DL18,LS17], from Khovanov
homology [CKS07, DL20], from knot Floer homology [Low08], and from the differences between
certain concordance invariants [DL11, JKK22]. Computations of Turaev genus include the (3, q)-
torus links [AK10], many other closed 3-braids [Low11], adequate knots [Abe09], many torus links
on 4, 5, or 6 strands [JLPZ17], and connected sums of certain pretzel links [JKK22].

Kim [Kim18] and Armond and Lowrance [AL17] proved that if L is a nonsplit Turaev genus one
link, then it has a diagram as in Figure 1. Links with Turaev genus one include nonalternating
pretzel links on arbitrarily many strands, nonalternating Montesinos links, and almost alternating
links. Although there are many diagrams with gT (D) = 1 that are not almost alternating, it is
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an open question whether every link with Turaev genus one has some almost alternating diagram;
see [Low15,Low20] for an in-depth discussion.

For more complete surveys of the Turaev surface and the Turaev genus of links see Champanerkar
and Kofman [CK14] and Kim and Kofman [KK20].

2.2. Khovanov homology. In this subsection, we construct the Khovanov homology of a link
and recall some results that will be useful for our purposes. Khovanov homology was originally
defined by Khovanov [Kho00]. The construction that follows mixes elements of Viro [Vir04] and
Bar-Natan [BN02].

A Kauffman state of the link diagram D is the set of simple closed curves in S2 obtained by
replacing each crossing in D by either an A-resolution or a B-resolution . An enhanced
state S of D is a Kauffman state of D together with a labeling of “+” or “−” on each component
of the Kauffman state. Define a(S) and b(S) to be the number of A- and B-resolutions in the
enhanced state S respectively, and define θ(S) to be the difference between the number of + and
− labels of S.

Let S(D) be the set of enhanced states of D. Define the homological grading i : S(D) → Z

and the polynomial grading j : S(D) → Z by i(S) = b(S) and j(S) = b(S) + θ(S) where S is an
enhanced state of D. If R is a commutative ring with identity, then define CKh(D;R) to be the
free R-module with basis S(D). Let CKhi,j(D;R) be the submodule of CKh(D;R) generated by
enhanced states in homological grading i and polynomial grading j. If the ring R is the integers Z,
then we drop it from the notation so that CKh(D) = CKh(D;Z).

Changing an A-resolution to a B-resolution in a Kauffman state either merges two components
together or splits one component into two. The incidence 〈S : S′〉 between two enhanced states S
and S′ is ±1 if S′ can be obtained from S by changing one A-resolution to a B-resolution (ignoring
labels) and if the labels on the two components being merged or the component being split are as in
Figure 4. Otherwise the incidence number 〈S : S′〉 is zero. In the case, where the incidence number
is nonzero, its sign is determined by an arbitrary numbering of the crossings 1, . . . , c. Suppose that
crossing that is changed from an A-resolution to a B-resolution is crossing k. Then 〈S : S′〉 = −1
if the number of B-resolutions in S before crossing k is odd and 〈S : S′〉 = 1 if the number of
B-resolutions in S before crossing k is even.

S S′ S S′

+ +

+

+ −

−

− +

−

+

+

−

+

−

+

−

−

−

Figure 4: Left. Merges with incidence number ±1. Right. Splits with incidence number ±1.
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The differential di,j : CKhi,j(D;R) → CKhi+1,j(D;R) is defined by

di,j(S) =
∑

S′∈S(D)

〈S : S′〉S,

and extending linearly. The unshifted Khovanov homology Khi,j(D;R) is defined as

Khi,j(D;R) = ker di,j/ im di−1,j .

Suppose that D is a diagram of a link L with c+ positive crossings and c− negative crossings.
The Khovanov homology of D, denoted by Kh(D;R) or equivalently by Kh(L;R), is defined as
Kh(D;R) =

⊕
i,j∈ZKhi,j(D;R) where Khi,j(D;R) = Khi+c−,j+c+−2c−(D;R).

The Khovanov homology of a link is a link invariant, but the unshifted Khovanov homology
Kh(D) is not. Reidemeister moves can induce grading shifts in Kh(D;R). We record those shifts
in the following lemma.

Lemma 2.1. The grading shifts of unshifted Khovanov homology Kh(D;R) induced by Reidemeis-
ter moves and flypes are as follows.

• Positive Reidemeister move I: Khi,j
( )

∼= Khi,j−1

( )
.

• Negative Reidemeister move I: Khi,j
( )

∼= Khi+1,j+2

( )
.

• Reidemeister move II: Khi,j
( )

∼= Khi+1,j+1

( )
.

• Reidemeister move III or a flype does not change unshifted Khovanov homology Kh(D).

The unshifted Khovanov homology of the mirror image D of D satisfies

Khi,j(D;Q) ∼= Khc−i,c−j(D;Q) and

TorKhi,j(D) ∼= TorKhc−i+1,c−j(D),
(2.1)

where c is the number of crossings in D.
LetDA andDB be the diagrams obtained fromD by choosing an A- andB-resolution respectively

at a specified crossing. There are natural inclusions ιA : S(DA) →֒ S(D) and ιB : S(DB) →֒ S(D)
such that ι : S(DA)⊔S(DB) → S(D) defined by ι(S) = ιA(S) if S ∈ S(DA) and ι(S) = ιB(S) if S ∈
S(DB) is a bijection. Define functions f : CKh(DB) → CKh(D) and g : CKh(D) → CKh(DA) by
f(S) = ι(S) and g(S) = ι−1(S) when ι−1(S) ∈ SA and g(S) = 0 otherwise, and extending linearly.
There is a short exact sequence of chain complexes

0 → CKh(DB) → CKh(D) → CKh(DA) → 0

yielding the following long exact sequence in Khovanov homology [Kho00].

Theorem 2.2 (Khovanov). Let D be a link diagram with DA and DB being the A- and B-
resolutions respectively of D at a chosen crossing. For each j ∈ Z, there is a long exact sequence
of unshifted Khovanov homology

(2.2) · · · → Khi−1,j−1(DB)
f∗
−→ Khi,j(D)

g∗
−→ Khi,j(DA)

∂
−→ Khi,j−1(DB) → · · ·

where ∂ is the boundary map in the snake lemma.

Lee [Lee05] proved that the Khovanov homology of a nonsplit alternating link is supported in two
adjacent δ = 2i− j gradings. More specifically, she showed that if L is a nonsplit alternating link,
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then Khi,j(L) is trivial unless 2i− j = σ(L)±1 where σ(L) is the signature of L. Asaeda and Przy-
tycki [AP04] proved that the Khovanov homology of a nonsplit almost alternating link is supported
in at most three adjacent δ = 2i− j gradings; Champanerkar and Kofman [CK09] gave a different
approach to this result using a spanning tree model for Khovanov homology. Champanerkar, Kof-
man, and Stoltzfus [CKS07] proved that the Khovanov homology of a nonsplit Turaev genus one
link is supported in at most three adjacent δ = 2i − j gradings. Dasbach and Lowrance [DL11]
showed that if L is nonsplit, has Turaev genus one, and Khi,j(L) is nontrivial, then

(2.3) sA(D)− 2 ≤ 2i− j ≤ sA(D) + 2.

3. Near extremal Khovanov homology

In this section, we prove Theorem 1.3. Because the mirror image of an A-Turaev genus one
diagram is a B-Turaev genus one diagram, we focus our attention on A-Turaev genus one diagrams.
Our proof of Theorem 1.3 breaks down into two cases; the link diagram is A-almost alternating or
A-adequate and Turaev genus one.

3.1. A-almost alternating diagrams. Theorem 3.5 below implies Theorem 1.3 for almost alter-
nating links. Its proof is broken up over several lemmas; the strategy of the proof is as follows. Let
D be an A-almost alternating diagram labeled as in Figure 2. We examine the long exact sequence
obtained by choosing a crossing in the tangle R and taking the A- and B-resolutions of D at that
crossing, called DA and DB respectively. There are four cases to consider.

(1) For every crossing in R, both DA and DB are not A-almost alternating.
(2) The tangle R contains a crossing such that DA is A-almost alternating, but DB is not

A-almost alternating.
(3) The tangle R contains a crossing such that DB is A-almost alternating, but DA is not

A-almost alternating.
(4) The tangle R contains a crossing such that both DA and DB are A-almost alternating.

Lemma 3.1 proves the desired result when D satisfies case (1). For the remaining three cases, we
consider the long exact sequence in Khovanov homology for D, DA, and DB . The relevant portion
of the long exact sequence is

· · · → Kh2,2−sA(DB)(DB) → Kh3,4−sA(D)(D) → Kh3,4−sA(DA)(DA) → · · · .

Lemma 3.2 proves that Kh2,2−sA(DB)(DB) is trivial. The remainder of the proof argues on a case-

by-case basis why Kh3,4−sA(DA)(DA) is also trivial, and so consequently Kh3,4−sA(D)(D) is trivial
as well. In certain instances, it is easier to assume that the crossing where the resolution takes
place is not part of a twist region of length greater than one. Lemma 3.4 allows us to lift the result
from a resolution where the twist region is length one to a resolution where the twist region has
arbitrary length.

Several of the proofs below use checkerboard graphs of link diagrams. The complementary regions
of a knot diagram can be colored black and white so that at every crossing, exactly two of the four
regions are white and so that no two regions that share an edge are the same color. A checkerboard
graph of a knot diagram D is the graph whose vertices correspond to either the white or the black
regions, whose edges correspond to the crossings, and where two vertices are connected by an edge
corresponding to a crossing if the two regions corresponding to those vertices have the crossing in
their border.

Lemma 3.1 shows that if D is A-almost alternating, then Kh3,4−sA(D)(D) is trivial when neither
DA nor DB are A-almost alternating for every crossing in the alternating tangle R. It is one of the
cases in the proof of Theorem 3.5.
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j\i 1 2 3 4 5

9 2
7 1 3
5 12 1
3 1
1 1
-1 1

Table 1. The shifted Khovanov homology Kh(D1) = Kh(L6n1). An entry of k
indicates a Zk summand, and an entry of k2 indicates a Zk

2 summand.

Lemma 3.1. Let D be an A-almost alternating diagram such that for every crossing in the alter-
nating tangle R, neither of the resolutions DA nor DB of that crossing are A-almost alternating.
Then Kh3,4−sA(D)(D) is trivial.

Proof. Let G be the checkerboard graph that contains vertices u1 and u2, and let G be the checker-
board graph of D that contains vertices v1 and v2. Fix a crossing x in the alternating tangle R
with resolutions DA and DB of D. By assumption, neither DA nor DB is A-almost alternating.
Therefore the edge in G associated with the crossing x lies on a path of length three between u1
and u2, and the edge in G associated with the crossing x lies on a path of length two between v1
and v2. Let G′ and G

′
be the simplifications of G and G respectively. The simplification G′ of G

is the graph that has the same vertex set as G but multiple edges in G are replaced with a single

edge in G′. If G′ contains more than two paths of length three between u1 and u2, then G
′
, and

hence G, does not contain a path of length two between v1 and v2. Therefore, G
′ is one of the four

graphs in the first column of Figure 5.
Suppose that G′ is the first graph in the first row of Figure 5. In order for every edge of G

associated with a crossing in R to be on a path of length two between v1 and v2, every edge on the
path of length three from u1 to u2 in G′ has multiplicity two in G. The resulting graphs G and G
are in the second column of Figure 5 and the associated link diagram D1 is in the third column of
Figure 5. The diagram D1 is a diagram of the mirror of the link L6n1 in Thisltethwaite’s table. Its
unshifted Khovanov homology is given in Table 1 and Kh3,4−sA(D1)(D1) is trivial.

Suppose that G′ is the first graph in the second row of Figure 5. In order for every edge of
G associated with a crossing in R to be on a path of length two between v1 and v2, all of the
edges in G′ have multiplicity one in G. The resulting graphs G and G are in the second column of
Figure 5, and the associated link diagram D2 is in the third column of Figure 5. The diagram D2

is a diagram of the right-handed trefoil, an alternating knot. Since D2 is an A-almost alternating
diagram of an alternating knot, its unshifted Khovanov homology is supported in bigradings (i, j)

where 2i− j = sA(D)− 2 or sA(D). Therefore Kh3,4−sA(D2)(D2) is trivial.
Suppose that G′ is the first graph in the third row of Figure 5. In order for every edge of G

associated with a crossing in R to be on a path of length two between v1 and v2, only the edge
incident to u2 on a path of length three between u1 and u2 has multiplicity two in G. All other
edges have multiplicity one in G. The resulting graphs G and G are in the second column of Figure
5 and the associated link diagram D3 is in the third column of Figure 5. The diagram D3 is an
A-almost alternating diagram of the (2, 4) torus link, an alternating link. As noted previously,

this implies that Kh3,4−sA(D2)(D2) is trivial. The case where G′ is the first graph in fourth row is
similar to this case and also results in an A-almost alternating diagram of the (2, 4)-torus link. �
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u2 u1 u2 u1

v1

v2

u1 u2

v1

v2

u2 u1 u2 u1

v1

v2

u1 u2

v1

v2

u2 u1 u2 u1

v1

v2

u1 u2

v1

v2

u2 u1 u2 u1

v1

v2

u1 u2

v1

v2

Figure 5: The possibilities for G′, G and G, and D under the assumptions of Lemma 3.1.

Lemma 3.2 shows that one of the three terms in the long exact sequence needed to compute
Kh3,4−sA(D)(D) is trivial. See Figure 6 for an example of the enhanced states described in the
proof of Lemma 3.2.

Lemma 3.2. Let D be an almost alternating diagram where the only crossing in the boundary of
u1 and u2 is the dealternator and where there is exactly one face in the alternating tangle R that
shares crossing(s) in its boundary with both u1 and u2. Then Kh2,2−sA(D)(D) is trivial.

Proof. Let G be the checkerboard graph of D containing u1 and u2. First, suppose that G is a
simple graph, i.e. it contains no multiple edges. Let S−

A be the enhanced state where every crossing
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is an A-resolution and each component is labeled with a −. Then i(S−
A ) = 0 and j(s−A) = −sA(D).

Suppose that S is an enhanced state such that i(S) = 2 and j(S) = 2 − sA(D). Since i(S) = 2, it
follows that S has exactly two B-resolutions. The states of D with exactly two B-resolutions and
the most number of components are those states where the dealternator and one other crossing are
B-resolutions. Such states have sA(D) components. Because j(S) = 2 − sA(D), it follows that S
is an enhanced state where the dealternator and exactly one other crossing are B-resolutions and
every component of S is labeled with a −.

Our strategy is to show that the Khovanov boundary map d1,2−sA(D) : CKh1,2−sA(D)(D) →

CKh2,2−sA(D)(D) is onto, and therefore the homology Kh2,2−sA(D)(D) is trivial. Number the
crossings of D (and thus the edges of G) so that the dealternator is assigned c = c(D), the two
edges on the path of length two between u1 and u2 are assigned 1 and 2, and the remaining
crossings are assigned 3 through c− 1. For 1 ≤ k ≤ c− 1, define Sk to be the enhanced state with
B-resolutions at crossings k and c, A-resolutions at all other crossings, and where every component
is labeled with a −. The enhanced states {Sk | k = 1, . . . , c− 1} form a basis of CKh2,2−sA(D)(D).

For k = 1 or 2, define Tk to be the enhanced state where the dealternator is assigned a B-
resolution, all other crossing are assigned A-resolutions, the component incident to the dealternator
and crossing k is labeled with a +, and all other components are labeled with a −. For 3 ≤ k ≤ c−1,
define Tk to be the enhanced state where crossing k is assigned a B-resolution, all other crossings
are assigned A-resolutions, and every component is labeled with a −. For all 1 ≤ k ≤ c − 1, the
enhanced state Tk satisfies i(Tk) = 1 and j(Tk) = 2− sA(D).

When 3 ≤ k ≤ c − 1, the only crossing where switching from an A-resolution to a B-resolution
splits one component into two is the dealternator. All other switches from an A-resolution to a
B-resolution merge two components into one. Since every component of Tk for 3 ≤ k ≤ c − 1 is
labeled with a −, it follows that d(Tk) = −Sk for all 3 ≤ k ≤ c− 1. When k = 1 or 2, each crossing
change from an A-resolution to a B-resolution merges two components into one. Since there is only
one component labeled with a +, it follows that an enhanced state Sℓ will appear with nonzero
coefficient in the sum d(Tk) if and only if the component labeled with a + in Tk is incident to
crossing ℓ. Therefore

d(T1) = S1 +

c−1∑

k=3

akSk and d(T2) = S2 +

c−1∑

k=3

bkSk

where each ak and bk is either 0, 1, or −1, and also, Sk = d(−Tk) for 3 ≤ k ≤ c − 1. Therefore

S1 = d(T1) +
∑c−1

k=3 akd(Tk) and S2 = d(T2) +
∑c−1

k=3 bkd(Tk). Since each Sk is in the image of the

Khovanov differential d for 1 ≤ k ≤ c− 1, it follows that the map d1,2−sA(D) : CKh1,2−sA(D)(D) →

CKh2,2−sA(D)(D) is onto, and hence Kh2,2−sA(D)(D) is trivial.
Now suppose that G potentially has multiple edges. Let G′ be the simplification of G, that is

G′ has the same vertex set as G but multiple edges in G are replaced with a single edge in G′. Let
m be the difference in the number of edges between G and G′, and proceed by induction on m. If
m = 0, then G is simple and that case is proved above.

By way of induction, assume that if the difference in the number of edges between G and G′

is less than m, then Kh2,2−sA(D)(D) is trivial. Choose an edge of G that is a part of a set of n
multiple edges for some n > 1. Call this link diagram Dn. Let D be the link diagram obtained
from G by replacing the n multiple edges with a single edge. Then sA(D) = sA(Dn), and by

the inductive hypothesis, Kh2,2−sA(D)(D) is trivial. Because sA(DB) = sA(D) − 1, it follows that
2 − sA(D) − 2k + 1 = 4 − sA(DB)− 2k. Thus if k > 1, then 2− sA(D)− 2k + 1 ≤ −sA(DB) and
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hence Kh2−k,2−sA(D)−2k+1(DB) is trivial. Lemma 3.4 implies that Kh2,2−sA(Dn)(Dn) is trivial, as
desired. �

Example 3.3. Let D be the diagram of the unknot in Figure 6. Then D satisfies the assumptions
of Lemma 3.2, and the enhanced states Si and Tj for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 5 are also depicted in Figure 6. The
differential applied to Tj yields d(T1) = S1 + S3, d(T2) = S2 + S5, and d(Tj) = −Sj for j = 1, 2,
and 3.

6

3

1 2

4 5
− −

− −

S1

− −
− −

S2

− −

−

−

S3

− −

−

−

S4

− −

−

−

S5

− +
−

−

−

T1

+ −
−

−

−

T2

−

−

−

T3

−

−

−

T4

−

−

−

T5

Figure 6: A six-crossing unknot that satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 3.2 together with the
enhanced states Si and Tj for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 5.

In the proof of Theorem 3.5, we first assume that the crossing where a resolution occurs is in a
twist region of length one. Lemma 3.4 allows us to generalize to twist regions of arbitrary length.

Lemma 3.4. Let D, DA, DB, and Dn be as in Figure 7. If Khi,j(D) and Khi−k,j−2k+1(DB) are
trivial for all k > 1, then Khi,j(Dn) is trivial for all n ≥ 1.

Proof. We proceed by induction on n. Since D1 = D and Khi,j(D) is trivial, the base case is
complete. Suppose that Khi,j(Dn−1) is trivial. An A-resolution of a crossing in the twist region
of Dn results in the diagram Dn−1, and a B-resolution of crossing in the twist region of Dn results
in a diagram that can be transformed into DB via n− 1 negative Reidemeister 1 moves. Therefore
the long exact sequence (2.2) becomes

· · · → Khi−n,j−2n+1(DB) → Khi,j(Dn) → Khi,j(Dn−1) → · · · .
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DA DBDn

n

D

Figure 7: The diagrams Dn, D, DA and DB in Lemma 3.4.

Since both Khi−n,j−2n+1(DB) and Khi,j(Dn−1) are trivial, it follows that Khi,j(Dn) is also trivial.
�

Let D be an A-almost alternating diagram of the nonsplit link L. Theorem 3.5 proves that
Kh3,4−sA(D)(D) is trivial, which will then imply that Kh(D)imin(L)+2,jmin(L)+2(L) is also trivial.

Theorem 3.5. If D is A-almost alternating, then Kh3,4−sA(D)(D) is trivial.

Proof. Suppose that D is A-almost alternating and that the tangle containing all of the crossings
of D other than the dealternator is R. We proceed by induction on c, the number of crossings of
D. There are four cases to consider.

(1) For every crossing in R, both DA and DB are not A-almost alternating.
(2) R has a crossing such that both DA and DB are A-almost alternating,
(3) R has a crossing such that DA is A-almost alternating, but DB is not A-almost alternating,

and
(4) R has a crossing such that DB is A-almost alternating, but DA is not A-almost alternating.

Case 1. Suppose that both DA and DB are not A-almost alternating for every crossing in the
tangle R. This is the base case of the induction, and Lemma 3.1 establishes this result.
Case 2. Suppose that R has a crossing such that both DA and DB are A-almost alternating.
Suppose that DA has k ≥ 0 nugatory crossings. Let Dred

A be the diagram DA with all nugatory

crossings removed. Because DA is A-almost alternating, so is Dred
A . All nugatory crossings in DA

are positive. Lemma 2.1 and the fact that sA(DA) = sA(D
red
A )+k imply that Kh3,4−sA(DA)(DA) ∼=

Kh3,4−sA(Dred
A

)(Dred
A ). The long exact sequence in this case is

· · · → Kh2,2−sA(DB)(DB) → Kh3,4−sA(D)(D) → Kh3,4−sA(Dred
A

)(Dred
A ) → · · · .

Lemma 3.2 implies Kh2,2−sA(DB)(DB) is trivial, and Kh3,4−sA(Dred
A

)(Dred
A ) is trivial by the inductive

hypothesis. Therefore Kh3,4−sA(D)(D) is also trivial.
Now suppose that DB has ℓ ≥ 0 nugatory crossings. After potentially flyping, the nugatory

crossings of DB can be concentrated into a twist region of D. Let D1 be the diagram where the
twist region of D is a single crossing. The case where ℓ = 0 is the same as the case above where
k = 0 and implies that Kh3,4−sA(D1)(D1) is trivial. Because Kh3−ℓ,2−sA(DB)−2ℓ(DB) is trivial,

Lemma 3.4 implies that Kh3,4−sA(D)(D) is also trivial.
Case 3. Suppose that R has a crossing such that DA is A-almost alternating, but DB is not
A-almost alternating. Let e and e be the edges in G and G respectively associated to the crossing
that is resolved to obtain DA and DB . Since DA is A-almost alternating, but DB is not, e is on a
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path of length three between u1 and u2, but e is not on a path of length two between v1 and v2.
Thus the diagrams D, DA, and DB are as in Figure 8.

R2

R1

− +− +− +− +

+ −+ −+ −+ −

u2u1

D

R2

R1

− +− +− +− +

+ −+ −+ −+ −

u2u1

DA

R2

R1

− +− +− +− +

+ −+ −+ −+ −

u2u1

DB

Figure 8: The diagrams D, DA, and DB in case 3.

Suppose that DA has k ≥ 0 nugatory crossings. Let Dred
A be the diagram DA with all nugatory

crossings removed. Because DA is A-almost alternating, so isDred
A , and all nugatory crossings in DA

are positive. Lemma 2.1 and the fact that sA(DA) = sA(D
red
A )+k imply that Kh3,4−sA(DA)(DA) ∼=

Kh3,4−sA(Dred
A

)(Dred
A ). The long exact sequence in this case is

· · · → Kh2,2−sA(DB)(DB) → Kh3,4−sA(D)(D) → Kh3,4−sA(Dred
A

)(Dred
A ) → · · · .

Since Dred
A is a reduced, A-almost alternating diagram, the inductive hypothesis implies that

Kh3,4−sA(Dred
A

)(Dred
A ) is trivial. Since DB is an almost alternating diagram where the only crossing

in the boundary of u1 and u2 is the deatlernator and where adj(u1, u2) = 1, Lemma 3.2 implies

that Kh2,2−sA(DB)(DB) is trivial. Therefore Kh3,4−sA(D)(D) is also trivial.
If DB has ℓ ≥ 0 nugatory crossings, then Lemma 3.4 implies the result just like it did in case 1.

Case 4. Suppose that R has a crossing such that DB is A-almost alternating, but DA is not
A-almost alternating. Let e and e be the edges in G and G respectively associated to the crossing
that is resolved to obtain DA and DB . Since DB is A-almost alternating, but DA is not, e is not
on a path of length three between u1 and u2, but e is on a path of length two between v1 and v2.
Thus the diagrams D, DA and DB are as in Figure 9.

The diagram DB can have at most one nugatory crossing, and if it does, that crossing must be
the rightmost crossing in DB above. If DB has this nugatory crossing, let Dred

B be the diagram DB

with the nugatory crossing removed, and if DB has no nugatory crossings, then let Dred
B be DB . In

either case, Dred
B is A-almost alternating.

The diagram DA is a non-alternating diagram of an alternating link. It can be transformed into
the alternating diagram Dalt

A by a flype followed by a Reidemeister 2 move, as in Figure 10.
The long exact sequence in this case is

· · ·Kh2,3−sA(D)(DB) → Kh3,4−sA(D)(D) → Kh3,4−sA(D)(DA) → · · · .

Since sA(D) = sA(DA) = sA(DB) + 1, the long exact sequence can be written as

· · ·Kh2,2−sA(DB)(DB) → Kh3,4−sA(D)(D) → Kh3,4−sA(DA)(DA) → · · · .

If there is a nugatory crossing in DB , it is negative. Let k be the number of nugatory crossings in
DB . Then

Kh2,2−sA(DB)(DB) ∼= Kh2−k,2−sA(Dred
B

)−2k(Dred
B )
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R2

R1

− + − + − +

+ − + − + −

v1 v2

D

R2

R1

− + − + − +

+ − + − + −

v1 v2

DA

R2

R1

− + − + − +

+ − + − + −

v1 v2

DB

Figure 9: The diagrams D, DA, and DB in case 4.

R2

R1

− + − + − +

+ − + − + −

DA

R2

R1

+ −
−

+ −

+

− +
+

− +

−

DA

R2

R1

− +

−

+ −

+
− +

+

− +

−

Dalt
A

Figure 10: The diagram DA can be transformed into the alternating diagram Dalt
A .

is trivial by part (1) in Theorem 1.3 (which is also [DL20, Theorem 1.3]) sinceDred
B is A-almost alter-

nating. Also, since sA(DA) = sA(D
alt
A )+1, it follows that Kh3,4−sA(DA)(DA) ∼= Kh2,2−sA(Dalt

A
)(Dalt

A )

is trivial because Dalt
A is a reduced alternating diagram and hence Khi,j(Dalt

A ) is trivial unless

sA(D
alt
A )− 2 ≤ 2i− j ≤ sA(D

alt
A ). Therefore Kh3,4−sA(D)(D) is trivial, as desired.

Now suppose that DA has k nugatory crossings. After potentially flyping D a number of times,
we may consider D, DA, and DB to be the diagrams in Figure 11. In this case, DB is a reduced
A-almost alternating diagram, and DA is a non-alternating diagram of an alternating link. Let Dalt

A

be the alternating diagram obtained from DA by k positive Reidemeister 1 moves, a flype, and a

Reidemeister 2 move. Then Kh3,4−sA(DA)(DA) ∼= Kh2,3−sA(DA)+k(Dalt
A ) ∼= Kh2,2−sA(Dalt

A
)(Dalt

A ). As

in the previous case, Kh2,2−sA(Dalt
A

)(Dalt
A ) is trivial because Dalt

A is a reduced alternating diagram.

Since DB is a reduced A-almost alternating diagram Kh2,2−sA(DB)(DB) is trivial. Because the long
exact sequence is

· · ·Kh2,2−sA(DB)(DB) → Kh3,4−sA(D)(D) → Kh3,4−sA(DA)(DA) → · · ·
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k+1

− + − + − +

+ − + − + −

R2

R1

D

k

− + − + − +

+ − + − + −

R2

R1

DA

k

− + − + − +

+ − + − + −

R2

R1

DB

Figure 11: The diagrams D, DA, and DB in case 4 when the resolution crossing is part of a twist
region.

and both Kh2,2−sA(DB)(DB) and Kh3,4−sA(DA)(DA) are trivial, it follows that Kh3,4−sA(D)(D) is
trivial, as desired. �

3.2. A-adequate Turaev genus one links. In this subsection, we prove in Theorem 3.7 that
if D is an A-adequate Turaev genus one diagram of the nonsplit link L, then Kh2,2−sA(D)(D) ∼=
Khimin(L)+2,jmin(L)+2(L) is trivial. Together Theorems 3.5 and 3.7 imply Theorem 1.3.

The proof of Theorem 3.7 broadly breaks down into two parts depending on the length of the
shortest cycle in the state graph GA(D), called the girth of GA(D). The state graph GA(D)
is the graph whose vertices are in one-to-one correspondence with the components of the all-A
state of D and whose edges are in one-to-one correspondence with the crossings of D; an edge
e in GA(D) is incident to two vertices u and v if and only if the components of the all-A state
corresponding to u and v respectively are incident to the crossing corresponding to e. Because D
is A-adequate, it follows that girth(GA(D)) ≥ 2. If the girth(GA(D)) ≥ 3, then the chain complex

CKh2,2−sA(D)(D) is trivial, and thus so is Kh2,2−sA(D)(D). Proving that Kh2,2−sA(D)(D) is trivial
when girth(GA(D)) = 2 takes considerably more work and is the bulk of this subsection.

In the following lemma, we show that if D is a diagram of a link L such that the girth of GA(D)

is at least three, then Kh2,2−sA(D)(D) is trivial (without the assumption that D has Turaev genus
one).

Lemma 3.6. Let D be a diagram of a nonsplit link such that the girth of GA(D) is at least three.

Then Kh2,2−sA(D)(D) is trivial.

Proof. For each homological grading i, define mi to be the minimum polynomial grading j such
that there is an enhanced state of D with homological grading i and polynomial grading j. Then
m0 = −sA(D) because the minimum polynomial grading is obtained by labeling each component of
the all-A state with a −. If i < girth(GA(D)), then every Kauffman state in homological grading i
has sA(D)− i components. Therefore, the minimal polynomial grading is obtained by labeling each
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of these components with a −, and hence if i < girth(GA(D)), then mi = 2i−sA(D). In particular,
if girth(GA(D)) ≥ 3, then m2 = 4− sA(D). Hence there are no enhanced states with homological

grading 2 and polynomial grading 2− sA(D), and consequently Kh2,2−sA(D)(D) is trivial. �

For related work on the extremal Khovanov homology of links with high girth, see Sazdanović
and Scofield [SS22].

Theorem 3.7. Let D be a Turaev genus one link diagram, as in Figure 1.

(1) If D is A-adequate, then Kh2,2−sA(D)(D) is trivial.

(2) If D is B-adequate, then Khc(D)−2,c(D)+sB(D)−2(D) is trivial.

Proof. We complete this proof by induction. The diagram D with the fewest number of crossings
satisfying the conditions of the theorem is the diagram of the trefoil with four crossings depicted
in Figure 12. Since this is an A-adequate diagram of the trefoil, it follows that Kh2,2−sA(D)(D) is
trivial.

Figure 12: The base case to the proof of Theorem 3.7 is this four crossing diagram of the trefoil.

Let GA(D) have n crossings for some n > 4. Suppose by way of induction that if D′ is an

A-adequate diagram with Turaev genus one and fewer than n crossings, then Kh2,2−sA(D′)(D′) is
trivial. Assume that the diagram D is twist reduced.

If girth(GA(D)) = 2, then there are two components of the all-A state that share two different
crossings. Partition the components of the all-A state into two sets: the components that are
completely within an alternating tangle Ri (called interior components) and the components that
are not completely contained inside a single alternating tangle Ri (called exterior components).
Suppose that there is a cycle of length two in GA(D) and that the crossings corresponding to the
edges of the cycle are not in the same twist region. Because each tangle Ri is alternating and twist
reduced, at least one of the components corresponding to vertices in the cycle must be an external
component. If the cycle contains vertices corresponding to an internal and an external component,
then D has the format as depicted in Figure 13. If the cycle contains vertices corresponding to two
external components, then D has the format as depicted in Figure 14.

The proof breaks down into the following four cases:

(1) girth(GA(D)) ≥ 3,
(2) girth(GA(D)) = 2 and GA(D) has a cycle of length two whose edges correspond to crossings

in an A-twist region,
(3) girth(GA(D)) = 2 and D is a diagram as in Figure 13, or
(4) girth(GA(D)) = 2, D is a diagram as in Figure 14.
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R2i−1 R2i+1

+
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−

+

+

−

−

+
−

+

+

−

+

−

−

+

−

+

+

−

Figure 13: An interior component of the all-A state shares two crossings not in a twist region with
an exterior component.

R2
1

R1
1

+ −

− +

+ −

− +

+ −

− +

+ −

− +

+

−

−

+

R2

+

−

−

+ R2
3

R1
3

R4

Figure 14: Two exterior components share two crossings not in a twist region.

Case 1: If girth(GA(D)) ≥ 3, then Lemma 3.6 implies the result.

Case 2: Suppose that girth(GA(D)) = 2 and that GA(D) contains k ≥ 2 edges in an A-twist
region. If a crossing in the A-twist region is resolved, then the long exact sequence is

· · ·Kh1,−sA(DB)(DB) → Kh2,2−sA(D)(D) → Kh2,2−sA(DA)(DA) → · · ·

where the diagramDB has k−1 negative Reidemeister one twists. LetDred
B be the diagram DB after

removing k−1 negative Reidemeister one twists. ThenKh1,−sA(DB)(DB) ∼= Kh2−k,2−sA(Dred
B

)(Dred
B ).

The diagram DA is Turaev genus one, A-adequate, and has one fewer crossing than D. Thus
the inductive hypothesis implies that Kh2,2−sA(DA)(DA) is trivial. For all k ≥ 2, the inequality
2 − sA(D

red
B ) − 2k < −sA(D

red
B ) holds. Since there are no enhanced states in polynomial grading

j where j < −sA(D
red
B ), it follows that Kh2−k,2−sA(Dred

B
)(Dred

B ) ∼= Kh1,−sA(DB)(DB) is trivial.

Therefore, the long exact sequence implies that Kh2,2−sA(D)(D) is also trivial.

Case 3: Suppose that girth(GA(D)) = 2 and D is a diagram as in Figure 13. Furthermore,
suppose that the two crossings depicted in Figure 13 are the only two crossings shared by the
depicted exterior and interior components of sA(D). If they were not the only two crossings, then
there would be an A-twist region and case 2 would suffice to prove the desired result.

Let DA and DB be the resolutions of D at the top crossing. If either of the two regions joined
by the A-resolution are interior faces of R2i then DA is a Turaev genus one diagram in the format
of Figure 15. In this case, the bottom crossing could be nugatory. If it is, one can remove it to get
a reduced, A-adequate, Turaev genus one diagram. In either case, the inductive hypothesis implies
that Kh2,2−sA(DA)(DA) is trivial. If both of the regions to the left and to the right of the top
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crossing are faces meeting the boundary of R2i, then DA is the connected sum of a Turaev genus

one diagram in the format of Figure 1 with an alternating link. Let D̃A be the diagram where the

reverse of the alternating summand is attached (see Figure 16). Then Khi,j(DA) ∼= Khi,j(D̃A) for
all i and j. Again the bottom crossing could be nugatory. If so, it can be removed to obtain a
reduced, A-adequate, Turaev genus one diagram. In either case, the inductive hypothesis implies

that Kh2,2−sA(D̃A)(D̃A) ∼= Kh2,2−sA(DA)(DA) is trivial.

R2i−1 R2i+1
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Figure 15: The diagram DA in case 3 when at least one of the regions joined by the A-resolution
of the top crossing is an interior face.
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Figure 16: The diagrams DA and D̃A in case 3 when both of the regions joined by the A-resolution

of the top crossing are exterior faces. The diagram D̃A has the same format as the standard Turaev
genus one diagram in Figure 1.

The diagram DB is not A-adequate. Let DBA and DBB be the resolutions of DB at the bottom
crossing, as in Figure 17. Since DBA is A-adequate, it follows that Kh1,−sA(DBA)(DBA) is trivial.
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The diagram DBB is a connected sum of alternating diagrams. Therefore Kh0,−sA(DBB)(DBB) ∼= Z

and is generated by the all-A Kauffman state SA
BB with − labels on all components. The long exact

sequence for DBB , DB , and DBA is given by

· · · → Kh0,−sA(DBB)(DBB)
f∗

−→ Kh1,1−sA(DB)(DB) → Kh1,−sA(DBA)(DBA) → · · · .

DB
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Figure 17: The diagrams DB , DBA, and DBB from case 3.

Because Kh1,−sA(DBA)(DBA) is trivial, if the image of f∗ is trivial, then Kh1,−sA(DB)(DB) is also

trivial. Since Kh0,−sA(DBB)(DBB) ∼= Z, it suffices to check that f∗[SA
BB ] = [f(SA

BB)] is trivial. The

enhanced state f(SA
BB) is the state of DB where the bottom crossing is an B-resolution, all other

crossings are A-resolutions, and every component is marked with a −. Let SA
B be the enhanced

state of DB where every resolution is an A-resolution and every component is marked with a −.
There is exactly one crossing (the bottom crossing) that when changed from A to B results in
more components. Therefore d(SA

B) = ±SA
B , and thus f(SA

BB) is in the image of the Khovanov

differential. Therefore f∗ is the zero map, and thus Kh1,−sA(DB)(DB) is trivial.
Recall that the long exact sequence for DB , DA, and D is

· · ·Kh1,−sA(DB)(DB) → Kh2,2−sA(D)(D) → Kh2,2−sA(DA)(DA) → · · · ,
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and that both Kh1,−sA(DB)(DB) and Kh2,2−sA(DA)(DA) are trivial. Therefore Kh2,2−sA(D)(D) is
also trivial.

Case 4: Suppose that girth(GA(D)) = 2, D contains exactly four alternating tangles, and both
R1 and R3 have a single crossing in the boundary of their respective eastern and western faces.
Figure 18 depicts the diagram D. If either of the regions joined by the A-resolution are com-
pletely contained inside R1, then DA is a reduced, A-adequate, Turaev genus one diagram, and
Kh2,2−sA(DA)(DA) is trivial by induction. If both of the regions joined by the A-resolution in-
tersect the boundary of R1, then DA is the connected sum of alternating diagrams, and thus
Kh2,2−sA(DA)(DA) is trivial.
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3

R1
3
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Figure 18: Diagrams of DA and DB in case 4.

Let DBA and DBB be the diagrams obtained by resolving the pictured crossing of D in R3, as
in Figure 19. One can repeat the argument in case 3 verbatim to conclude that Kh1,−sA(DB)(DB)
is trivial. The long exact sequence for DB , DA, and D is

· · ·Kh1,−sA(DB)(DB) → Kh2,2−sA(D)(D) → Kh2,2−sA(DA)(DA) → · · · .

Since both Kh1,−sA(DB)(DB) and Kh2,2−sA(DA)(DA) are trivial, it follows that Kh2,2−sA(D)(D) is
also trivial.

�

Theorem 3.5 and 3.7 combine to prove Theorem 1.3.

Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let D be an A-Turaev genus one diagram of L. Then D is either A-almost
alternating or D is A-adequate and has Turaev genus one. In the former case, Theorem 3.5 implies
the result, and in the latter case Theorem 3.7 implies the result.

If D is a B-Turaev genus one diagram of L, then the mirror D is A-Turaev genus one, and
Equation 2.1 implies the result. �
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Figure 19: Diagrams of DBA and DBB in case 4.

Example 3.8. Let K be the 14-crossing knot depicted in Figure 20. The Khovanov homology of
K is computed in Table 2. The Khovanov homology of K in its maximum polynomial grading is
Kh∗,jmax(K)(K) ∼= Kh8,19(K) ∼= Z2. The Khovanov homology of K in its minimum polynomial
grading is Kh∗,jmin(K)(K) ∼= Kh−2,−1(K) ∼= Z; also Khimin(K)+2,jmin(K)+2(K) ∼= Kh0,1(K) ∼= Z,
which is nontrivial. Therefore Theorem 1.3 implies that K has Turaev genus at least two. No
previous result would obstruct this knot from having Turaev genus one.

j\i -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

19 2
17 1 22
15 2 2, 12
13 1 3 1, 22
11 1, 12 2, 32
9 1 4 3, 12
7 1 1, 12 1, 32
5 1, 12 3, 12
3 1 2 1
1 12 1
-1 1

Table 2. The Khovanov homology of the 14-crossing knot in Figure 20. An entry
of k indicates a Zk summand, and an entry of k2 indicates a Zk

2 summand.
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Figure 20: Theorem 1.3 implies this knot has Turaev genus at least two.

4. Rasmussen’s invariant and 4-genus

In this section, we prove Theorems 1.4 and 1.5. Theorem 1.4 gives formulas the Rasmussen s
invariant of some Turaev genus one knots, and Theorem 1.4 gives bounds on the smooth 4-genus
of the same Turaev genus one knots.

Let D be an A-Turaev genus one diagram of a knot K. Theorem 1.3 implies that one summand
of Khovanov homology in the third nontrivial homological grading is trivial. If the third nontrivial
homological grading in Kh(D) is i = 0, then Theorem 1.4 and its proof below show how to compute
the Rasmussen s invariant, which gives a lower bound on the smooth 4-genus g4(K) of the knot
K. If D is A-almost alternating, then the third nontrivial homological grading is i = 0 when D
has three negative crossings, and if D is an A-adequate diagram with Turaev genus one, then the
third nontrivial homological grading is i = 0 when D has two negative crossings.

The Seifert or oriented resolution of an oriented crossing or is given by . The state
obtained by taking the Seifert resolution at every crossing is the Seifert state. Let f(D) denote
the number of components in the Seifert state of the link diagram D. A link is positive if it has a
diagram where every crossing is positive. Nakamura [Nak00] proved the following theorem about
the 4-genus of positive links.

Theorem 4.1 (Nakamura). Let D be a diagram of L such that every crossing in D is positive.
The four-genus of L is given by

g4(L) =
2− µ(L)− f(D) + c(D)

2

where µ(L) is the number of components of L, f(D) is the number of Seifert circles of D, and c(D)
is the number of crossings of D.

Rasmussen [Ras10] proved that ifK is positive, then s(K) = 2g4(K). Tagami [Tag14] proved that
if K is almost-positive, that is, if K has a diagram with one negative crossing, then s(K) = 2g4(K).
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Theorem 1.5 can be seen as an extension of this work in the case that the knot has Turaev genus
one.

The following result is a well-known consequence of Rasmussen’s construction of s(K); see, for
instance, Proposition 2.2 in Tagami [Tag14].

Theorem 4.2 (Rasmussen). For any knot K, the Khovanov homology groups Kh0,s(K)±1(K;Q)
are nontrivial.

Theorems 1.3 and 4.2 combine to give us the proof of Theorem 1.4.

Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let D be an A-adequate diagram such that gT (D) = 1 and c−(D) = 2.

Theorem 1.3 implies that Kh2,2−sA(D)(D) ∼= Kh0,c(D)−sA(D)−4(D) is trivial. Then Inequality 2.3
implies that Kh0,j(D) is nontrivial only when j = c(D) − sA(D) − 2 or c(D) − sA(D). Hence
Theorem 4.2 implies that the Rasmussen s-invariant of K is given by s(K) = c(D)− sA(D)− 1.

Now suppose that D is an A-almost alternating diagram such that c−(D) = 3. Theorem 1.3

implies that Kh3,4−sA(D)(D) ∼= Kh0,c(D)−sA(D)−5(D) is trivial. Then Inequality 2.3 implies that
Kh0,j(D) is nontrivial only when j = c(D)− sA(D)− 3 or c(D)− sA(D)− 1. Finally Theorem 4.2
implies that s(K) = c(D)− sA(D)− 2.

The proofs in the cases where D is B-almost alternating or B-adequate are similar. �

Theorem 1.4 gives the lower bound |s(K)|
2 for g4(K), but it remains to show that with the

assumptions of Theorem 1.5, |s(K)|
2 + 1 is an upper bound for g4(K). We begin by analyzing

properties of diagrams of Turaev genus one with a small number of negative crossings.
Let D be an oriented link diagram, and let Γ = Γ(D) be the 4-valent graph obtained by consid-

ering the crossings of D as vertices in Γ and the arcs of D going between the crossings as the edges
of Γ. The orientation of D induces a direction on each edge of Γ so that Γ becomes a directed
graph. If D is A-adequate, the all-A Kauffman state induces a cycle decomposition of Γ. A vertex
of Γ can be labeled as positive or negative according to whether the corresponding crossing in D is
positive or negative. See Figure 21 for an example of this construction.

Lemma 4.3. Let D be an oriented A-adequate link diagram. Each cycle in the cycle decomposition
of Γ(D) induced by the all-A state of D contains an even number of negative vertices.

Proof. Let C be the cycle decomposition of Γ(D) induced by the all-A state. Figure 22 shows that
a negative crossing becomes two vertices in distinct cycles of C where one is a source and the other
is a sink. A positive crossing becomes two vertices in distinct cycles of C, neither of which is a
sink or a source. Because every cycle whose edges are directed has an equal number of sinks and
sources, the result follows. �

In order to prove Theorem 1.5, we use the following lemma describing the structure of one type
of knot that satisfies the assumptions of the theorem.

Lemma 4.4. Let D be an A-almost alternating diagram such that c−(D) = 3 and the dealternator
is a positive crossing. Then D is one of the two diagrams depicted in Figure 23 where each tangle
Ri is an alternating tangle with all positive crossings.

Proof. Let Dalt be the alternating diagram obtained from D by changing the dealternator. Since
the dealternator is positive, Dalt has four negative crossings, corresponding to four negative vertices
v1, v2, v3, and v4 in Γ(Dalt). Since each vertex in Γ(Dalt) appears twice in the cycle decomposition C

induced by the all-A state of Dalt, it follows that the cycle decomposition C contains eight negative
vertices, with at most four being contained in a single cycle. Lemma 4.3 states that each cycle in
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D C

Figure 21: A diagram D of the knot 943 and the cycle decomposition C of Γ(D) induced by the all-A
state of D. The diagram D is A-adequate and has two negative crossings; the negative crossings
correspond to sinks or sources in C.

negative crossing positive crossing

Figure 22: A negative crossing results in a sink or source in the cycle decomposition induced by
the all-A state while a positive crossing does not.

C contains an even number of negative vertices, and thus there are three possibilities for the cycles
containing negative crossings.

(1) Two cycles contain four negative vertices each.
(2) One cycle contains four negative vertices and two cycles contain two negative vertices each.
(3) Four cycles contain two negative vertices each.

If there are two cycles with four negative vertices each in C, then Dalt is in the format of D1 in
Figure 24, and changing one of the negative crossings in D1 results in the first diagram in Figure
23. If there is one cycle with four negative vertices and two cycles with two negative vertices each in
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− + − + − + − +
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Figure 23: The two possible formats for an A-almost alternating diagram with positive dealternator
and three negative crossings. Each tangle Ri is a positive alternating tangle. In each case, the
dealternator is circled.

C, then Dalt is in the format D3 in Figure 24. However, changing any of the four negative crossings
in such a diagram results in the diagram not being A-almost alternating because there will be a
region that shares a crossing in its border with both the regions u1 and u2.

Suppose that C has four cycles each with two negative vertices. Either there are two vertices
vi and vj that are both contained in two different cycles of C or no such pair of vertices exist. In
the former case, the Dalt is in the format of D4 in Figure 24. Changing any of the four negative
crossings in such a diagram results in the regions u1 and u2 being adjacent, and hence the resulting
diagram is not A-almost alternating. In the latter case, Dalt is in the format of D2 in Figure 24,
and changing one of the negative crossings in D2 results in the second diagram of Figure 23. �

In order to prove Theorem 1.5, we need two strategies that yield upper bounds on g4(K). The
first is that g4(K) ≤ g3(K) where g3(K) is the Seifert genus of K, i.e. the minimum genus of any
Seifert surface of K. If D is a diagram of K, then define g3(D) to be the genus of the surface
obtained by applying Seifert’s algorithm to D. We have

g3(D) =
1

2
(1 + c(D)− f(D))

where c(D) is the number of crossings of D and f(D) is the number of components in the oriented
or Seifert state of D. It follows that if D is a diagram of K, then

(4.1) g4(K) ≤
1

2
(1 + c(D)− f(D)).

The second strategy we use is modifying a diagram via a saddle move, that is replacing two
adjacent and oppositely oriented arcs in a diagram as in Figure 25. Let K1 be a knot with diagram
D1. Let D2 be the diagram obtained after performing two saddle moves to D1, and let K2 be the
link with diagram D2. A saddle move changes the number of components of a link by one, and thus
the link K2 will either have one or three components. Figure 25 indicates the following inequality

(4.2) g4(K1) ≤

{
g4(K2) + 1 if K2 is a knot,

g4(K2) + 2 if K2 is a link with three components.

Proof of Theorem 1.5. Suppose that D is A-adequate, has Turaev genus one, and has two negative
crossings. Since D is A-adequate, the cycle decomposition of Γ(D) induced by the all-A states
has two cycles each with two negative vertices. For positive crossings, the A-resolution and the
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Figure 24: Reduced alternating diagrams with four negative crossings. The tangle Ri is positive
and alternating.

K1

K2

K1

K2

Figure 25: A saddle move and the induced resulting cobordism between K1 and K2 in the cases
where K2 is a knot or a three component link.

oriented resolution agree. The Seifert state for D and the all-A state for D are related by changing
the two oriented or B-resolutions at the negative crossings. Because the vertices corresponding to
those circles are in two cycles, performing both switches preserves the number of components in the
state. Thus the number f(D) of components in the Seifert state of D is the same as the number
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sA(D) of components in the all-A state of D. Equation 4.1 implies

g4(K) ≤ g3(D) =
1

2
(1 + c(D)− f(D)) =

1

2
(1 + c(D)− sA(D)) =

s(K)

2
+ 1,

where the last equality follows from Theorem 1.4.
Suppose that D is A-almost alternating and has three negative crossings. Furthermore, suppose

the dealternator of D is negative, and let Dalt be the diagram obtained from D be changing the
dealternator. Then Dalt is a reduced alternating, and thus adequate, diagram with two negative
crossings. Hence sA(Dalt) = f(Dalt) as in the previous paragraph. Because D and Dalt are related
by a crossing change, the genera of the surfaces obtained by Seifert’s algorithm are the same, that
is g3(D) = g3(Dalt). Also, sA(Dalt) = sA(D) + 1. Thus

g3(D) = g3(Dalt)

=
1

2
(1 + c(Dalt)− f(Dalt))

=
1

2
(1 + c(Dalt)− sA(Dalt))

=
1

2
(c(D)− sA(D)).

Hence Equation 4.1 implies

g4(K) ≤ g3(D) =
1

2
(c(D) − sA(D)) =

s(K)

2
+ 1,

where again the last equality follows from Theorem 1.4.
Suppose that D is A-almost alternating and has three negative crossings, but now also suppose

the dealternator of D is positive. Lemma 4.4 states that D is of the format of one of the two
diagrams in Figure 23. Suppose that D has the format of the diagram on the left of Figure 23.
Performing a flype and a Reidemeister 2 move around the tangle R1 results in a positive knot, and
thus g4(K) = s(K) in this case.

Finally suppose that D has the format of the diagram on the right in Figure 23. Unfortunately,

the approach using Equation 4.1 yields g4(K) ≤ s(K)
2 + 2, and so in order to prove the result, we

use a strategy involving Inequality 4.2. As shown in Figure 26, one can perform two saddle moves
followed by a flype and transform D into a positive diagram Dpos. Let Lpos be the link whose
diagram is Dpos. By Theorem 4.1,

g4(Lpos) =
1

2
(2− µ(Lpos)− f(Dpos) + c(Dpos))

where the number of components µ(Lpos) of Lpos is either one or three. We have c(Dpos) = c(D)−4
and f(Dpos) = sA(Dpos) = sA(D)− 1. If Lpos is a knot, then Inequality 4.2 implies that

g4(K) ≤ g4(Lpos) + 1 =
1

2
(3 + c(Dpos)− f(Dpos)) =

1

2
(c(D)− sA(D)) =

s(K)

2
+ 1,

where the last equality follows from Theorem 1.4. If Lpos is a link with three components, then
Inequality 4.2 implies that

g4(K) ≤ g4(Lpos) + 2 =
1

2
(3 + c(Dpos)− f(Dpos)) =

s(K)

2
+ 1,

as above.
Therefore s(K)

2 ≤ g4(K) ≤ s(K)
2 +1 when K is in case 1 or 2 of the theorem. The result is proved

analogously when K is in case 3 or 4. �
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Figure 26: Performing two saddle moves transforms D into a positive diagram Dpos.

Theorem 1.3 gives information about the first three nontrivial homological gradings of Khovanov
homology. One might expect to repeat the arguments of this section when D is A-Turaev genus
one and the i = 0 homological grading occurs in the second nontrivial homological grading. In the
case where D is A-adequate and Turaev genus one, this happens when the knot has one negative
crossing. Tagami [Tag14] proved that 2g4(K) = s(K) for such knots. In the case where D is A-
almost alternating, the i = 0 homological grading occurs in the second homological grading when
D has two negative crossings. Alas, this does not yield new interesting examples because of the
following theorem.

Theorem 4.5. There are no A-almost alternating knots with exactly two negative crossings.

Proof. Let D be an A-almost alternating diagram with two negative crossings, and let Dalt be the
reduced alternating diagram obtained by changing the dealternator in D. Then Dalt either has one
or three negative crossings. Since Dalt is a reduced alternating diagram, it is A-adequate. Lemma
4.3 states that each cycle in the cycle decomposition of Γ(D) has an even number of negative
vertices, which is impossible if D only has one negative crossing. If D has three negative crossings,
then there are three cycles in the cycle decomposition of Γ(D), each of which contains two negative
vertices. In this case, there will be a region in the alternating tangle of D adjacent to both u1
and u2, and thus D is not A-almost alternating. Thus there is no diagram A-almost alternating
diagram D with two negative crossings. �
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